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░ ABSTRACT: Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) is one of the oldest parts in the universe. After the Big Bang,
plasma and CMB spread out and also created huge temperature in all over the universe. This plasma and radiation filled the
universe and cool down gradually. When it was too hot then the photon like massless particle radiate energy and cool down the
universe’s temperature .Temperature is related to the pressure and pressure is also related the density of the universe. In this paper
we see that the pressure which is created by temperature that is responsible for accelerating expansion of the universe. On the
other hand we see that CMB’s present temperature (2.7K) is too low for that reason photon released high energetic radiation
which wavelength is so big, called Microwave. As long as the universe’s temperature will gradually decrease and photon will
release very high wavelength radiation called Radio wave.
General Terms: Your general terms must be any term which can be used for general classification of the submitted material such
as Pattern Recognition, Security, Algorithms et. al.
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░ 1. INTRODUCTION
This exploration shows us a new way in universe expansion.
This exploration is totally depends on Planck distribution and
Black Body radiation in Quantum Mechanics. If a
Body/particle which can absorbs all the radiation and also
release the radiation is called Kirchhoff’s Black Body.
According to this law, we assume that CMB’s photon is
treated like Black Body. This photon radiates his energy in
universe that increases temperature all over the universe and
universe exponentially expand through universe’s
temperature which is create after the Big Bang.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS:

Step: 1
Stefan’s fourth power law says that this black body emission
power is proportional to fourth power of temperature.

E = …… 1 [E=Emission power of photon

= Stefan constant
T=Temperature of the Black Body radiation]
Scientist Wien experimentally proofs his theory (Wien’s first
displacement law) by the Planck distribution law.

=K ……. 2 [ wave length of the emission radiation

through black Body]
T=Temperature of the Black Body radiation K=constant]

CALCULATION FIRST PART:
These two equations substituting each other’s,

[Multiple
fourth power in both sides]

…….3
Numerical value,

Wien’s law, k=4.965
Present universe radiation wavelength:

= m     [put all the value k, h, c, T]

= m

= 1.07 m
= 0.107 m ……… (i)

This wavelength value numerically matches the microwave
wavelength.

Future universe temperature: According to equation (3) we
predict that the universe radiation wavelength is converting
to radio-wave and also temperature (T=0 K), T

Numerical calculation is shown below,

Similarly,

Wien’s law, k=4.965
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T =

T = K [put all the value K, h, c,

[ 103 m is the radio wave wavelength; we assume this
wavelength relates the future universe’s photon radiation
wavelength].

T = K

T = 2.901615657 K

T = 0.0000029016 K ………….(ii)

This temperature is most likely zero, so our prediction is
matched to numerical value.

According to Equitation 3, we see that the Temperature is
inversely proportional to the wave length. Then it is insert the
equation 1, so

E=

E= ……… 4

We see the equation 4 and tell the photon emission power is
inversely proportional to the fourth power of the wave length,

so E .

Step: 2

According to the Planck distribution,

The thermal distribution by photon function,

…………5

According to the specific intensity is I =

Then it’s integrate we found,

U=a a =Radiation constant]

Stefan constant is the, =

Radiation pressure is the photon P,

P= ……….6

According to the cosmology, pressure and density interrelated
to each other

P = [ Energy density

Equation of state]

[When the radiation dominant universe present then

P= [ Energy density]

Mass is the main thing of the photon but in relativistic case
the photon mass is zero so assume the proton mass so in
general case P

Value of equation 3 put in equation 6,

P=

……………..9

Put this value equation 3,

P= ……………..10

According to equation 10, we see P

Value of equation 8 put in equation 10,

P=

3p =

Put this value equation 10,

…………..11

According to equation 11, we see also

According to equation 4,

E=

Put the value according to equation 10,

E = ………….12

=ac/4

This value equation 12,

E = ………13

Similarly,
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E = . ……..14

We see equation 13& 14,

E ∝P

E

3. RESULT

According to Stefan and Wien’s substituting law [equation
(4)] we see that early universe’s photon emission power is
inversely proportional to fourth power of photon radiation
wavelength. So, we tell that after the Big Bang early
universe’s temperature was so hot and this temperature is also
related to the photon emission power (equation 1).Universe
temperature and photons emission power is increases and the
emission radiation wave length is decreases, called gamma
ray. Universe temperature is gradually cool down and
photons emission power is decreases then wavelength slowly
increase (x-ray > ultraviolet ray > visible ray). Then our
present universe temperature is so low (2.7K) and photons
emission power is so decreases then wave length is converted
Visible to Microwave. As long as the temperature is
decreases the radiation wave length change into radio wave
and temperature value is nearly zero. [See: value (ii)]

Our universe accelerating expansion is depend on photons
emission power and also related to universe’s temperature.
Universe internal density is also inversely proportional to
photons radiation wavelength [see: equation (11)]. After big
bang the universe temperature was increase then the photons
energy density is too high. Density and universe external
pressure is generally proportional to each other. High density
creates high pressure in homogeneous universe. This huge
pressure produce accelerating expanded the whole universe.
As long as temperature will gradually decrease so, radiation
wavelength increases and the density is low then pressure is
decreases, for this cause universe expansion is decrease. One
time universe big crunch will be happen for the low
temperature and photons equilibrium imbalance.
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